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Existing tree cover represented for indicative
purposes only - exact locations of individual
trees are not marked.
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Type

Amenity grassland
Carpark
Entrance drive
Established hedgerow
Gappy hedgerow
New hedgerow (proposed)
Recently planted hedgerow
Right of Way
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100m of new hedgerow to be created between foot
of playing field slope and fenceline along eastern site 
boundary. Using a mix of native species whips selected
for wildlife value and visual appeal, this will create
a habitat corridor linking existing hedgerow on eastern 
edge of carpark to site perimieter tree cover along
eastern, northern, and western boundaries. 

Carpark eastern edge: existing hedgerow to link 
to new hedgerow along eastern site boundary. 

Gaps in sparse hedgerow along northern edge
of entrance drive to be filled in as required using 
native species whips, to supplement gapping-up 
work already undertaken.

Carpark northern edge: replace failures
from previous hedgerow planting. Assess
in summer to establish numbers.

Carpark western edge: upgrade canes and spiral
guards used on previous hedgerow planting to
1.2m stakes and tree shelters to increase protection
against damage by stray balls from basketball court.

Carpark southern edge: existing hedgerow to be
assessed; dead trees removed and healthy trees
retained; ivy to be retained where possible as wildlife
habitat and food source; hedgerow to be gapped-up
using native species whips in same mix as southern
boundary hedgerow, ensuring new planting is kept a
minimum of 1m away from edge of Right of Way.Southern boundary: recently-planted hedgerow

to be assessed in summer, and failures replaced
as necessary in autumn/winter.

Right of Way to be cleared of encroaching vegetation,
debris, and unauthorised fencing modifications, along
full extent of southern boundary to prevent obstruction
and facilitate use.

Carpark western edge: replace failures from previous 
hedgerow planting. Assess in summer to establish numbers.


